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Purdue University 
Communicated by A. Cohen 
Let x be a random sample with a distribution depending on a vector parameter 
BE IRm. The description of distributions and generalized prior densities on IRm is 
given, for which the generalized Bayes estimator of S, based on x, is the same for 
all symmetric loss functions. These distributions form a special subclass of 
exponential family. The specification of this result for the case of a location 
parameter is considered. The proof of the main theorem is based on the solution of 
a functional equation of D’Alembert’s type. 
1. INTR~D~JCTI~N 
Let P,, 0 E Rm, be a family of probability measures on an abstract space 
X such that each distribution P, is absolutely continuous with respect to 
some u-finite measure ~1 on X. We assume throughout the paper that the 
coincidence of distributions P,, and P, implies 8, = 8,. Let d be a 
generalized prior density on Rm, and define2 
$e) = de)  = (  fi P(xj, 4)  n(e), 
I 
where p(x, 8) = (dP,/dp)(x), x E X, x = (x1 ,..., x,) E X”. Also, let W(6,8) = 
W(S - 8) be a loss function depending only on the difference between the 
estimator 6 and the true value of the parameter 8. 
The generalized Bayes estimator 6(x) of 8 based on the random sample x 
satisfies the equation 
1 w(~(x) - e) 77,(e) de = ,!fm 1 w(t - e) 7~~8) de. (1.1) 
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In general this estimator depends on the choice of the loss function W, which 
is rarely known exactly to the statistician. Therefore, it seems rather natural 
to investigate situations in which the generalized Bayes estimator is the same 
for every loss from a certain set of loss functions under consideration. 
This problem for the case m = 1 was solved by the author [6]. The 
situation where 0 is a real location parameter and n(0) is constant has been 
considered in [5]. In this paper we treat the case of arbitrary m. 
If F is a set of loss functions W such that the integrals in (1.1) converge 
for every WE%‘-, xEX”, and tEIRm then the estimator 6(x) is called 
universal with respect to V if 6(x) satisfies (1.1) for all WE ZK Thus a 
universal estimator is optimal with regard to every loss function W from ?V’: 
Assume that all functions W under consideration are nonnegative 
symmetric, W(-t) = W(t), W(0) = 0, unimodal, i.e., {t : W(t) < b} is a 
convex subset of Rm for any positive b, and differentiable. We also suppose 
that differentiation with respect to t in the right side of (1.1) is allowed under 
the integral sign, and that the formula 
i &, W(t) g(t) dt = 0, i = l,..., m, I 
valid for all WE V and a continuous function g(t), implies that g(t) = g(-t). 
Any class ‘Z?F of loss functions satisfying these conditions we call a CS 
(complete symmetric) set. 
If 6(x) is universal with regard to a CS set ?V, then 
I $ W(t - 6(x)) n(t) dt = 0. I 
Hence if n(t) is a continuous function, then, for all t E Rim 
7@(x) - t) = 7@(x) + t). (l-2) 
This establishes the first part of 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If 6(x) is a universal estimator of 0 E Rm with regard 
to a CS set T of loss functions and n(t) is a continuous function oft E R”, 
then (1.2) holds for all t E Rm. If (1.2) is satisfied for almost all t and n(t) is 
a unimodal function, i.e., the set {t : z(t) > a} is convex for any positive a, 
then the estimator 6(x) is universal. 
To prove the second part of Proposition 1.1 denote by Q the probability 
distribution (of the random vector 0) defined by the symmetric unimodal 
density n(t + 6(x)), t E I?“. 
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Then 
EQW(0) = jm [ 1 - Q(IV(e) < b)] db 
0 
and 
EQW(B+s)=jm [l -Q(IV(O+s) < b)]db. 
0 
Since the set Vb = {t : IV(t) < b} is convex one can apply Anderson’s lemma 
[ 1 ] to derive inequality 
Q( W(0) < b) = Q(8 E V,) > Q(6’ + s E V,) = Q( We + s) < b). 
Therefore for all s 
W(t - 6(x)) n(t) dt = EQ W(0) < E” W(6’ + s) 
I 
(1.3) 
= W(t + s - 6(x)) n(t) dt. 
Thus 6(x) is the Bayes estimator for any loss functions W under 
consideration, i.e., it is universal. Under mild regularity assumptions one can 
also show that inequality (1.3) is strict, i.e., 6 is uniquely determined, if for 
any positive a the set K = {t : n(t) > a} is strictly convex (which means that 
any strictly convex combination of any two points of K is an interior point 
of K). We call a density 7t strictly unimodal if the set K is strictly convex for 
any positive a. 
In this paper we describe, under mild regularity restrictions, the densities 
p(x, 0) and generalized priors n(O) for which the posterior density n(e) is 
symmetric and strictly unimodal. For these families universal estimators 
exist. 
Section 2 contains the major part of the proof of the main theorem, 
Theorem 2.1. In Section 3 we discuss the case of a multivariate location 
parameter and statistical properties of the distributions obtained. The 
solution of a functional equation of D’Alembert’s type is needed to complete 
the proof of Theorem 2.1, and is given in Section 4. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
A structure theorem for the distributions with symmetric posterior density 
is obtained in this secion. We use the notation (h, k) = h’k = JJr!, hi ki for 
any two vectors h, k. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let { p(x, 19), x E X, 6 E IR” }be a family of probabi& 
densities given on a dtflerentiable manifold X. Assume that p(x, f3) is a 
positive dtflerentiable function of x and 19 and the function k(e) is also 
positive and dt@erentiable. Suppose further that for some n > 3 and all x the 
function n(0) = n: p(xj, 8) n(0) is strictly unimodal and symmetric with 
respect to 6(x), which is a continuous function. Also assume that for any x 
the set 6(x, X”- ‘) contains an open set and for each t E iR m there exists x1 
such that (x,,..., XJ = t and rank D,, log p(x,, t) = m. Then there exist 
nonnegative integers q, ,..., qR such that q, + . . - + qR < m and 
logp(x, s) + n- * log A(s) = 5 [ C al;‘(x) f i”(s/2) f r’(s/2) 
r=l 1 <i,k<qr 
+ 2 Pl”(X)f y(s)] + y(x). 
i=l 
(2.1) 
Here f p’(s) are polynomials with complex coefjicients of degree less than 
2q,, and coeflcients Fjf!. .t, of these polynomials satisfy (2.5) with some 
constants Bit?. .k, under condition (2.6); 
f p)(s) = e(~nOpp)(s) _ e-(ans)p~)(-s), r = 2 ,..., R; k = l,..., qr, 
where a, E Cc”, a, # 0, Pj” are polynomials of degree less than qr, and of the 
form (2.7) with matrices N(” under condition (2.8). The matrices A,(x) = 
{a j;‘(x)} are symmetric. 
Proof For x E X and t E Rm define 
yt(x, t) = log p(x, t) + n - ’ log A(t). 
If x E Y, then 
$ W(Xj, 6(x) + t) = i: V(Xj, 4x) - 0, 
1 
and the function JJ &xj, t) is strictly unimodal. For i = l,..., m let 
ht(x, t) = v(x, t + et) - v(x, t - et), 
where e, ,..., e, are linearly independent, and denote h(x, t) = (h,(x, t),..., 
h,((x, t))‘. We show that the equation 
i h(xj, t) = 0, 
1 
means that t = S(x). Indeed the strict unimodality of C; IJJ(X~, t) implies its 
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strict unimodality as a function of any of its coordinates li. Since we can 
assume e,,..., e, to be basis vectors, it follows from equation 
~ hi(Xj, t) = 0, 
1 
that ti is equal to the ith coordinate of 6(x). Therefore formulas (2.2) and 
6(x) = t are equivalent. Let 
u, = 
1 
x : h(x, t) + i h(x,, t) = 0 for some x2 ,..., x, . 
2 ! 
Since rank D,, logp(x,, t) = m, one obtains for a function h defined by 
linearly independent vectors e i,..., e, of sufficiently small norm 
rank D,h(x,, t) = m. 
Because of the inverse function theorem (cf. Narasimhan [4, p. 191) the set 
H = h(X, t) contains a neighborhood of origin in Rm. But 
h(U,,t)=Hn [-H-.*.-HI, 
so that h(U,, t) also contains a neighborhood of zero. 
We prove now that if x0, xi E U, and h(x,, t) = h(x, , t), then for all s 
In fact for some x2,..., x,, 
h(X,, ‘> + k h(xj, t) = 0, 
2 
so that h(x,, t) + 2; h(Xj, t) = 0 and 6(x,, x2 ,..., x,) = t = 6(x, ,..., x,). 
Therefore, 
W(x,‘t+s)-cy(x,,t-s)=-- [W(Xj,t+S)-yl(Xj,t-S)] 
2 
=yf(x,,t+s)--(x,,t-s). 
Thus for every s and t there exists a real function g such that, 
v(x, f + s> - wtx, t - s> = g(W, t)). 
We can assume that g is defined on a compact neighborhood of origin. 
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Since the function ~(a, t + s) - w(., t - s) is continuous, g is bounded on this 
set. Note that 
&l> + *.. + g(z,) = 0, 
if zi j- . . . t z, = 0. Since n > 3 it follows from this equation 
d-z) = -g(z) 
and 
&I + z*) = -&I)-a-z*) =&I) t&z)* 
Because of the boundedness of g there exists a vector k E R” such that 
g(z) = (k, z) (cf. Aczel [2, pp. 302; 341). Thus we have proved that 
V(X, t + S) - U/(X, t - S) = F ki(t> S> hi(X, t>* 
i=l 
(2.3) 
For a fixed t, Eq. (2.3) holds for all s and x from U,. For a fixed x, (2.3) 
is valid for all s and all t such that x E U,. But, 
{t : x E U,} = 
i 
t : h(x, t) t $ h(xj, t) = 0 for some x2 ,..., x, 
i 
= (1 : 6(x, x2,..., x,) = t for some x2 ,..., xn} = 6(x, X”- ‘). 
Because of the condition of the theorem this set contains an open subset for 
any x. Thus for a fixed x, Eq. (2.3) holds for all s and t taking values in an 
open set. 
If 6(x, ,..., x,J = t,, then 
Hence 
5 ly(Xj, t) = t ly(Xj, 2t, - t). 
I I 
f’ ki(t, S> i hi(xj, t> =c [v(x~, t + S> - IJI(X~, t - S>J 
I I I 
= t [W(Xj, 2t, - t - s) - l//(Xj, 2t, - t + s)] 
= - f ki(2t, - t, s) 9 hi(xj, 2t, - t) 
1 I 
= 2 k,(2t, - t, s) x h,(xj, t). 
1 1 
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The last formula follows from the equation 
5 h(Xj, 2t, - t) = - i h(xj9 t>u 
Thus if u = t, - 1, 
2 [ki(t, + U, S) - ki(t, - UT S)] t hi(xjY tO + '1 = O' 
1 1 
Since differentiable function C: h(xj, t) is a local isomorphism at the 
point t, we have rank D Cy h(xi, to) = m. Also 2: h(x,, to) = 0 and 
+ h(Xj, t, + u) = F(x) 24 + E(U), (2.4) 
where E(u)IIuII-‘+O as I/u;1 + 0, and the matrix F(x) is nonsingular. 
Because of (2.4), 
and ki(t, S) = k,(s), i = l,..., m. Thus the functional equation (2.3) can be 
rewritten in the form 
lf!l(X~ t + S) - v(Xy t - S) = 5 k{(S) hi(x> t). 
It is clear that if h(x, t) = 0, then ~(x, t + S) = ~(x, t - S) for all S. 
Now it follows from the corollary to Theorem 4.1 that there exist 
nonnegative integers q1 ,..., qR (q, + ... + qR ,< m), such that ~(x, s) has the 
form (2.1), where 
is an odd polynomial of degree less than 2q,, such that there exist constants 
BY . ..k., 1 < k, j < q, under conditions 
and for all x, 
2 a;;‘(x) B$f’. +, = K- a:;‘(x) Bjl;“, +,. 
1 J 
(2.6) 
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Also 
f p(s) = ekw’pp(s) _ e-(a,.s)pp(-g), k = l,..., qr, r = 2 ,..., R, 
where a, E G”, a, f 0, polynomials P:‘(s) are matrix elements of 
exp{s,Ny) t a.. t s,NK)}, 
P:‘(s) = (exp{s,Nr’ + .-. + s,NK’}f,, ef’), (2.7) 
[Ni”‘] qr = 0, Ni’) and Nr’ commute, and 
A,(x)[af’Z+N~“‘]* = [a~‘Z+Nf’]*Ar(x), 
k=l,..., q,, r=2 ,..., R. 
(2.8) 
All matrices A,(x) = (a$x)} are symmetric. Theorem 2.1 is proven. 
3. DISCUSSION-THE LOCATION PARAMETER CASE 
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that any family of densities with a universal 
estimator has the form 
P(X, 0) = C(e) exp{dx, @I, 
where C(0) = [n(8)] “n and q(x, t) has the form (2.1). Thus p(x, 6’) belongs to 
the exponential family. When the prior density x(B) is from a conjugate 
family, i.e., has the form 
I(8) = [W>l-” exp{q(x,, B)}, x0 E-K 
the posterior density is symmetric. 
The most interesting example of the densities (2.1) arises when 6’ is a 
location parameter. Then X = Rm, ,u is Lebesgue measure, and p(x, 6) = 
p(x - 8). It follows from the proof of the Theorem 2.1 that 
logp(x - t + s) - log&x - t - s) + n-’ [log qt + s) - log n(t - s)] 
= ~ k,(S) hi(X, t) 
1 
or 
logp(.Y + s) - hw(Y - s> 
= n-’ [log n(t - S) - log n(t t s)] + ~ ki(S) hi(y, t). 
(3.1) 
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This is a functional equation of the type (4.1). Thus both logp(s) = q(s) and 
r(s) = (l/n) log L(s) have the form given in Theorem 4.1. If m = 1, i.e., if 8 is 
a real location parameter, then 
and 
t(s) = a, ems + a2e-as + a3 + as, 
or 
q(s) = bs3 + B$ - 2B,s + B, 
and 
t(s) = bs3 + b, s* - 2b,s + b,. 
If u = 0 the universal estimator 6 in the first case exists for all sample sizes, 
6(x) = & log 
A, c: eaxj + nu2 
A, C: ewaxj + nu,’ 
Since exp{(p(s)} is a probability density, in the second case b = 0 and the 
universal estimator has the form 
S(x)= [B,f- B, -t b,][B, + b,]-‘, 
where I= K’ C: xj. If m = 2 the solutions to (3.1) have the form 
p(s) = A, cosh(a, s) + A, cash@, s) + A, sinh(a, s) 
+A,sinh(P,s)+A,+(y,s), 
r(s) = a, cosh(a, s) + u2 cash@, s) + u3 sinh((a, s) 
+ a4 sinh@ s) + a5 + (y, s), 
and 
(P(S) = B,(a, s)’ + B2@, s)’ + B,(a, s>@, s> + B4 + (Y, s>, 
t(s) = b,(a, s)’ + b2@ s)* + &(a, s) CB, s) + b4 + (Y, s). 
If y = 0 the universal estimator exists for all sample sizes. 
Note that since { p(x - 0)) forms an exponential family, 
(3.2) 
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with linearly independent functions T,(x) and Q,(e). Here Q,(e) are 
polynomials of the form 82 ... Ok, 1, + ... + I, < max,,jp:.“, or have one of 
the two forms e(ar,e)B:l e.. Ok, I, + . . . + I, < maxipj” or e-(nr*S)O:l . . . 0:. 
I, + ..* t 1 < max. JPJ tr), where pj” denotes the degree of the polynomial Pi”. 
Anothermformula for the density p is 
p(s)= Cexp((expl--s,L, - ... - smLn,j u, b)}. 
Here L i ,..., L, are commuting matrices, and a, b are fixed vectors. To see 
this, note that because of (3.2), the linear space 2’ spanned by all functions 
logp(. -8), BE R”, is finite-dimensional with functions r,(x),..., T, (x) 
constituting its basis. Define the operator M(B), 8 E W”, acting in Y by 
M(6) I,u(.) = v(. -O), v E Y’. Then M(B) is a finite-dimensional operator, 
and M(t9 t q) = M(8) M(n). It follows that 
M(B) = exp(B,L, t .a. + 6,L,}, 
where matrices L 1 ,..., L, are commuting. Therefore 
logp(x) = (W-x) a, b) 
for some vectors u, b E RL. 
Because of (3.1) the linear subspace ic’, of Y spanned by the vectors 
[exp{t,L, t ... + t,L,} - exp{--t,L, - ..a - t,L,}] a, t ,,..., f, E R’, is of 
dimension m. In other words, there are exactly m linearly independent 
vectors among L:l ... Lk,ma, k, + ... + k, odd. Note that the subspace iiO, 
which is spanned by latter vectors, is invariant for all operators Lf ,..., LL. 
The universal estimator 6(x) exists if ,? belongs to the conjugate family. If, 
say, A is the uniform density, then 
6 M(6(x) - Xj) a = 0. 
jr, 
4. THE FUNCTIONAL EQUATION OF D'ALEMBERT'S TYPE 
The theorem proved in this section gives a solution of the functional 
equation 
q(s t t) - (D(S - t) = t hi(s) k,(t) = (h(s), k(t)). 
i=l 
(4.1) 
Here v, is a real continuous function defined on an open connected subset Y 
(containing zero) of Euclidean space [R” and (4.1) holds for some continuous 
functions hi, ki, i = l,..., m, and for all s, t, s + t, s - t E 55. Without loss of 
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generality it can be assumed that hi(s) and k,(t) are linearly independent. 
(Otherwise we can replace in (4.1) the linearly dependent functions with their 
representations as linear combinations relative to a basis of linearly 
independent functions, the result of which is an equation of similar form.) 
THEOREM 4.1. Let a, be a continuous function defined on a neighborhood 
of origin of W which satisfies (4.1) for some linearly independent functions 
hi and ki, i = l,..., m. Then there exist nonnegative integers q,,..., qR; 
41+ ... t qR = m such that, 
ds)= 5 [ K- r=1 1 dklr or:~'fl"(s/2)fj"(s/2)+ 2 /3yy:'ys)] + y. j=l 
Here fj”(s) are polynomials with complex coeflcients of degree less than 
2q,. Then fj”(-s) = -fj”(s), and coeflcients I$!! . . i, of fj” satisfy (4.14) 
with some constants Biti’. .k, under condition (4.15), 
2f j*‘(s) = e(w)pjo(S) _ e-(%.~)pjry-s), 
i = l,..., q,, r = 2,..., R, 
where a, E CO, a, # 0, PI” are polynomials of degree less than qr which have 
form (4.18) with pairwise commuting matrices NY’,..., Nf’; [Nj”lqr = 0, 
under condition (4.19). The matrices A, = {a$‘}, r = l,..., R are symmetric. 
Proof The functional equation (4.1) implies that for all sufficiently small 
s, t, u, 
and 
cp(s + t + u) - p(s - t - u) = (h(s), k(t + u)) 
rp(s t t - u) = rp(s - t t u) = (h(s), k(t - u)). 
Combining these formulas one obtains 
(h(s), k(t + u) - k(t - u)) 
= (D(s + t t u) - cp(s + t - u) + q(s - t t u) - rp(s - t - u) 
= (h(s + t) + h(s - t), k(u)). 
Since the functions kj, j= l,..., 
such that vectors k(u,), j = I,..., 
m are linearly independent there exist uj 
m are linearly independent (cf., for instance, 
Aczel [2, p. 201 I). If the matrix A(t) is defined by the formula 
k(t + uj) - k(t - uj) = 2A’(t) k(u,), j = l,..., m, 
then 
h(s t t) + h(s - t) = 2A(t) h(s). (4.2) 
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We also deduce 
(h(s), k(t + u) - k(t - u)) = (h(s), 2A’(t) k(u)). 
Because of the linear independence of functions kj(s) this equation implies 
that 
k(t + u) - k(t - u) = 2A’(t) k(u). (4.3) 
Since k(-t) = -k(t), it follows that At-t) = A(t) for all t. It is also clear that 
~4 ($1 A (4 4~) 
= A(s)[h(t + u) t h(-t t u)] 
= f [h(s + t t u) + h(-s + t t 24) + h(s - t + u) t q-s - t t u)] 
=(A(s+t)+A(s-t)]h(u). 
Because of this equation the matrices A(t) satisfy D’Alembert’s functional 
equation 
A(s+t)tA(s-t)=2A(s)A(t). (4.4) 
An immediate consequence of (4.5) is that all matrices A(t) are 
commutative. It is known (cf. Suprunenko and Tyshkevich [7, p. 161) that 
the whole space Rp can be represented as a direct sum of invariant 
subspaces Q,, with respect to all A(t), for r = l,..., R. The irreducible parts of 
the restrictions A(t)/ Q, are equivalent, while for r # w the irreducible parts 
of W)l Q, and A(t)/ Q, are not equivalent. Because of Shur’s lemma (cf., for 
instance, [ 7, pp. 4, 8 1) all irreducible parts of A(t)) Q,, r = l,..., R, are one- 
dimensional operators. Hence all matrices A(t) can be simultaneously 
reduced to the form A(t) = T-‘B(t) T, with complex matrices T and B(t), the 
latter being of the form 
i 
B,(t) 0 ... 
B(t) = p B*(f) ..’ . 
0 A 
Here B,(t), r = l,..., R, is a lower triangular matrix of dimension q, = dim Q, 
given by 
i 
l+‘)(t) 0 .d’ 0 
b::‘(t) b”‘(f) *a. 
B,(O = : 
where b”‘(t) # b’““(t), r # w, and q1 t ... t qR = m. 
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Returning to (4.2) and (4.3) we see that if Z%(s) = g(s), T’k(s) =f(s), 
then 
g(s t t) t g(s - t) = 23(t) g(s) (4.6) 
and 
f(s t t) -f(s - t) = 2B’(s)f(t). (4.7) 
Moreover for all s, t, 
Let f’(s) = (f,(s),...&(s)) where the vector function f, has the dimension q,, 
r= 1 ,..., R, and let g’(t) = (g,(f),..., g&)) be the corresponding decom- 
position of the function g. Then (4.5) and (4.7) imply that, 
and 
B,(s + t) t B,(s - t) = 2B,(s) B,(t) 
2~,(sMt) =“m + t> -Lb - r> =L(s + 9 +./-A-s I- 03 
so that 
2wM-0) =.txw 
Also 
so that 
2BrW g,(s) = g,(s + 0 + &(S - t>, 
&(O + &t-t> = 2B,(t) g,(O) = 4B,(t) g,* 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Note that if 9 is a solution of Eq. (4.1), and g(s) = [q(s) t p(-s)]/2, then 
@(s t 4 - @(s - t) = (&PM~))~ 
where g(s) = [g(s) - g(-s)]/2. It follows that 
( d(sM4) = (d(W(s>)- 
Therefore there exists a symmetric matrix A such that for all s, 
g”(s) =-v(s). 
It is easy to see that 
Al?‘(t) = B(t)I4, 
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so that A has a quasidiagonal form with blocks A, ,...,AR on the principal 
diagonal, dim A, = qr; r = l,..., R. Also 
A,B:(t) = B,(t)A,, r = l,..., R 
and 
&(O - g,(-t) = 2A r”fxo7 r = l,..., R. 
This equation combined with (4.10) shows that 
Thus 
(g,(~M(~)) = (~A~)~ f,(t)) + (&Jxw)~ 
It follows from (4.8) that 
b”‘(S + t) + b”‘(S - t) = 2b”‘(S) lP)(t). 
(4.11) 
All solutions of this D’Alembert’s functional equation are known (cf., 
Kannappan [3]) to be of the form 
b”‘(s) = cosh(@s, + ... a:‘s,) = cosh(a,, s), (4.12) 
for some complex numbers ar),..., a:‘. 
Consider first the case of vanishing a, say, a”’ = 0, i.e., b”‘(s) = 1. Then 
B;(t) = I + N(t), where Nq(t) = 0, q = q,, and I is the identity matrix. It 
follows from (4.8) and (4.9) that 
N(s + t) - 2N(s) + N(s - t) = 2fv(t) + 2lqt) N(s) 
and 
J-lb + t) - v-l(S) +f,(s - t> = ~Nwl(~). (4.13) 
If one defines the operator L(t) by the relation L(t)f(.) =f(. - t), t E R”, 
then (4.13) can be rewritten as 
M@) - U--t/2N2f&) = 2W)“f,(s). 
It follows by induction that 
[L(l/2) -L(--t/2)]yf,(s) = [2fv(t)]4f,(s) = 0. 
so that (cf., for example, Aczel 12, p. 1301) each coordinate functionfj”(s) 
of f,(s) is a polynomial. It is easy to see that f,!“(s) is a polynomial of 
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degree less than 2q,, (Actually, f:“(s) is a polynomial of degree less than 2j, 
j= l,..., q.) Thus, 
where s’ = (s , ,..., s,,). Since f,(-s) = -fi(s), we have Fi:!. .i, = 0, if C’: i, is 
an even number. Analogously, 
and Biy.. k = 0 if 2’: k, is an odd number or C’: k, = 0. 
SubstitutGg these expressions for f,(s) and N(t) into (4.13) shows that 
C Biy. .k,,,FI:!. i,,,=F{:ik,. . .i,+k; 
j 
If A I = {al:‘, 1 < i, k < q}, a!:’ = a::), then 
(4.15) 
Thus because of (4.11) 
(g,(s/wl(s/2)) = @ Jlww,w)) + (8, J-i(S)) 
(4.16) 
= T 
1 dZ7, 
ajkPj(s/2) P,(s/2) + 5 pjPj(s), 
j=l 
where Pj(s) =fJ!“(s) is a polynomial, and ,LIj, j = l,..., q, are constants. 
Now let us return to (4.12) and consider the case of nonzero a, say, 
a(‘) = a # 0, q2 =p, B;(t) = B(t). In this case, B2(t) - Z is nonsingular for all 
t such that (a, t) # 2ziu for integer a. Therefore, there exists to and a 
nonsingular complex lower-triangular matrix G such that G2 = B*(t,) - Z = 
+ [B(2t,) - I]. Indeed 
B2(t)-I=2 [sinh (a,t)]‘[Z+M(t)], 
where Z@(t) = 0. Thus we can take 
p-1 (-l)k+’ (2k - 3)!! 
Z++M(t,)+ c 
k”z: 2kk! 
Mk(t ) 
I 
0 - 
Clearly G2 = B2(to) -Z, and G commutes with all matrices B(t). 
683/14/2-2 
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Now let 
G(t) = G-' [B(t)(G - B(t,)) + B(t + t,)] 
= B(t) - G-l [B(t) B(t,) - B(t + to)]. 
It is easy to check (cf., Kannapan [3]) that 
G(s + t) = G(s) G(t), 
so that G(s) = exp{s, G, + ... + s,G,}. Here the Gi are complex triangular 
matrices with diagonal elements all equal to ai, i = I,..., p. 
It follows from the definition of G(t) that 
G(t) + G(d) = 2B(t) - G - I[ 2B(t) B(t,) - B(t + to) - B(-t + t,)] 
= 2B(t). 
Since all matrices B(t) commute, the matrices Gi, i = l,..., m, commute as 
well. Also for i = l,..., p, 
A,G; = [Gf]‘A,. 
Eq. (4.7) implies that 
f2(~ + t) +fi(~ - t) = 2 COSh 
Also 
fz(~ + t) +fz(t - S) = 2 COSh 
so that 
On the other hand, if (a, s + t) # i(2a + 1)/2) 71, with an integer u, then 
= cash 
+ $ (Si + ti) Gi 
-1 
MS + 0. 
I-1 
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Therefore 
COsh f ~ (Si - ti) G 
i=l i) [ 
~(s)+COSh(~,SiGi)~(f)] 
= cash 4 !tl (si + ti) Gi) V~(S) +fi(t)l~ 
or 
f i (Si - 3ti) Gi fits) 
i=l 
t ~ (3~i - ti) Gi 
i=l 
t (gl (si + ti) Gi) ] fi 
= 2 Gosh 
Combining these equations one obtains 
f f: (si + ti) Gi +k (si-33tt)Gi h(s) 
1 1 
+ cash 4 5 (si + ti) Gi 
1 
or 
sinh f f: (si - ti) G. 
1 
,) sinh ($‘ciGi)f,(s) 
=sinh ($siGi) sinh (i$(si--fi)Gi)J2(t). 
This implies that 
f*(t) = sinh (i ti Gi) f, 
1 
where f is a constant vector. 
Since G, = a,1 + Ni, where Ni = Nj*’ and IV; = 0, i = l,..., py 
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Clearly Nfl . . . N? = 0 if 2; ki > p. Therefore 
j = l,...,p, 
where Pj2’(t) is a polynomial of degrees less than p. 
Thus for r = 2,..., R, 
(&/2)9fw)) = @rL(~/wx~/2)) + (&Lm)) 
= c aj;~~“(s/2)f~‘(s/2)+ 2 qfy(s), 
i<j,k<q, j=l 
where 
(4.17) 
2fT’(s) = exp $J a,!“~~ P,(‘)(s) - exp - + a(‘)~. Pjr)(-s) 
I I 1 IFJI 
and 
Here Mi’),..., Nr’ are pairwise commuting matrices, [Nj”lqr = 0, i = I,..., q,, 
and 
A,[ai”l+ Ni(‘)]’ = [aj”l+ Nj”12 A,. (4.19) 
Finally we can give the formula for q(s). One derives from (4.16) and (4.17) 
rp(s>= (g(s/2),f(s/2))+~(0)= i (g,(s/2),f,(s/2))+(0(0) 
r=l 
(4.20) 
Here the coefficients of the polynomial fj!” satisfy (4.14) with some 
constants Biy. . p under condition (4.19), and fjr), I = 2,..., R, have the form 
above. 
It remains only to prove that every continuous function of the form (4.20) 
satisfies (4.1). It is clear that the matrix B(s) is nonsingular on an 
everywhere-dense set, and for such s, 
2f (s) = [B’(s)] -‘f (2s). 
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Also 
f(F) +f(Y) =B’ (-g [IIf (;) ]-‘f(s)* 
Since M?‘(s) = B(s) A for all s, we obtain 
(Af(s),f(t)) = (Aw ($) [B’ (+)I-’ [f(F) +f(y)] ’ 
XB’ (+) [B’ (+)I-’ [f(F) -f(F)]) 
= (A [f(F) +f(y)],f(y) -f(Y)) 
= (Af(~),f(~))-(Af(~)~f(~))* 
Because of the formula 
one gets 
v(s) = (‘4f(~/2M~/2)) + (&f(S)), 
so that (4.1) holds for all s, t. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that 
h(t) =A,k(t) t A(t) k,, 
with some matrix A, and vector k,. Therefore, in the equation 
~(X, S + f) - ~(X, S - f) = ~ hi(X, S) ki(t), 
i?l 
the matrix A(t) can be chosen to be independent of x, so that 
h(x, t) = A,(x) k(t) t B(t) k,,(x). 
(4.2 1) 
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Thus every solution of (4.21) has the form 
+ 5 e)"(x,f:"cs)] t y(x), 
j=l 
where the exponential polynomials f,!“(s) possess the properties given in 
Theorem 4.1. 
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